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Three-body model useful for describing nuclear reactions beyond 
reach of  ab initio techniques, e.g., d+A reactions
 Probing single-particle structure for stable

and rare isotopes, e.g.,  
 Extracting quantities of astrophysical interest such 

as (n,𝛾), (p,𝛾) rates, e.g.,80Ge(n, 𝛾)81Ge80Ge(d, p)81Ge

S. Ahn, PRC100, 044613 (2019)

81Ge energy 

levels

Needed for r-

process 

simulations

SF = 0.1 -1  

Experimentally 

extracted SF  

An accurate reaction theory is needed to credibly extract structure information
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Improved ternary reaction theory critical for predicting reaction rates, 
e.g., beryllium-9 formation via a(an,g)9Be 

+

9Be
= +

𝛾

Relevant temperatures
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Alternate path for bypassing mass-8 gap via a(an,g)9Be(a,n)12C 

An accurate determination of a(an,g)9Be rate necessary!

Supernova explosion

Neutron star merger

Nucleosysnthesis sites

Thorium

6 billion years discrepancy in 

age of star CS 22892-052

Cosmochronometer
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Three-body model: many-body scattering problem projected onto three-
body space

YA =
Y3B =

In practical applications, internal cluster dynamics, three-body force  typically neglected

+

Vnp Vna Vpa

+H3B =
+

V3B

Effective potentials = Optical potentials?

Y3B is eigenstate of H3B
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Exact and complete solution of three-body problem provided by Faddeev
formalism

nucleus

+

+

(b) nucleon transfer

(a) scattering

+

deuteron

Provides exact treatment of three-body reactions

++Y =

Y 1 Y 2 Y 3

Ludvig Faddeev

(c) deuteron capture, etc

+
𝛾
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We solve the Alt-Grassberger-Sandhas (AGS) formulation of Faddeev’s
equations in the coulomb basis

+

+

+

+

 Major challenge stems from Coulomb 

potential – numerical instabilities where 

Coulomb potential is very strong 𝜂 ∝

𝑍/√𝐸

 AGS equations are reformulated in 

Coulomb basis with separable 

expansion of two-body potentials

 Extends region of applicability of 

Faddeev formalism to heavy systems 

and low energies 

Observables: channel 

wavefunction 
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Internal structure of nucleus can be recovered through use of 
microscopic potentials

YA = Y3B =

+

Vnp Vna Vpa

+H3B =
+

V3B

Hamiltonian constructed via pairwise microscopic potentials
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What is the origin of irreducible three-body force? 
How does it impact observables?

HA=6 =

 The a-d system is a good test-ground for addressing these questions

Solution of many-body problem (ab initio theory)

Compute pairwise nucleon-nucleus potentials, solve three-body 

problem (Faddeev formalism) 

We will use an ab initio theory capable of describing the n/p-a and d-a systems 

+

Vnp Vna Vpa

+H3B =
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We adopt ab initio reaction theory based on the no-core shell model 
(NCSM) combined with the resonating group method (RGM)

static properties dynamics

𝛹𝑁𝐶𝑆𝑀𝐶=
+

no-core shell model with continuum

𝛹𝑅𝐺𝑀 =

NCSM/RGM

As a first step, we adopt the simpler NCSM/RGM for the present study, and only include the 4He g.s.
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Barrit et. al.
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SRG NN only
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NCSM/RGM is used to compute momentum space n/p-a potentials

 NCSM/RGM yields real, non-local energy-

independent potentials 𝑊ν’v(𝘱ʹ, 𝘱)

hw= 14 MeV, l=1.5 fm-1, Nmax=13

 Use NSCM/RGM formalism to generate nucleon-

nucleus (N-A) potentials

 Ansatz for (A+a)-body scattering wavefunction  

 Potentials generated directly in momentum space

 The n-p, n-⍺, p-⍺ potentials are consistently derived 

from same NN interaction (N3LO)

Eigenstates of nuclei A 

and a are computed 

with NCSM
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NCSM/RGM is used to compute momentum space n/p-a potentials

 Compute phase shifts and benchmark against 

NCSM/RGM R-matrix formalism 
 Use NSCM/RGM formalism to generate nucleon-

nucleus (N-A) potentials

 Ansatz for (A+a)-body scattering wavefunction  

 Potentials generated directly in momentum space

 The n-p, n-⍺, p-⍺ potentials are consistently derived 

from same NN interaction (N3LO)

Eigenstates of nuclei A 

and a are computed 

with NCSM

hw= 14 MeV, l=1.5 fm-1, Nmax=13

p+a
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The omission of ‘exchange’ three-body interaction terms
causes ~600 keV underbinding for the 6Li ground state

++YFD =

𝛹𝑅𝐺𝑀 =

Intrinsically three-body terms not captured in pairwise potentials!

~600 keV
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Similarly, the omission of such three-body interaction terms 
also shifts the position of the 3+ d-a resonance by ~400 keV

𝛹𝑅𝐺𝑀 =

++YFD =

~400 keV

~400 keV
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Below the deuteron breakup threshold, the shift in the 3+ resonance 
leads to a change in shape for the angular differential cross section

𝛹𝑅𝐺𝑀 =

++YFD =

Shape of differential cross section differ 

due to shifted postion of 3+ resonance
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Outlook: similar study for  d+7Li

 Next: compute three-body observables

 Challenges: larger number of nucleons

 ground state has spin 3/2
larger number of partial
wave channels 

phase shifts  p+7Li
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Towards a predictive microscopic theory for ternary 
reactions 

 Compute three-body interactions
from NCSMC 

 Solve Faddeev equations to 
compute reaction rate with proper 
inclusion of irreducible three-body 
force

 Use predicted rates in r-process 
nucleosynthesis to predict 
abundances  

Y2Y1 Y3

+ +Y =

+

9Be
= +

𝛾
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Nmax 5 7 9 11 13

E(6Li)  [MeV] -30.610 -31.160 -31.363 -31.401 -31.408

Faddeev

Nmax 5 7 9 11 13

E3(
6Li)  [MeV] -3.334 -3.180 -3.190 -3.186 -3.183

Nmax 5 7 9 11 13

E(4He)  [MeV] -27.276 -27.983 -28.173 -28.214 -28.224
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Nmax 6 8 10 12

E(4He)  [MeV] -27.983 -28.173 -28.214 -28.224

Nmax 6 8 10 12

E(2H)  [MeV] -2.098 -2.143 -2.183 -2.195

Nmax 7 9 11 13

E2(d-a)  [MeV] -1.198 -1.662 -1.637 -1.591

Nmax 7 9 11 13

E(6Li)  [MeV] -31.279 -31.978 -32.035 -32.009

Nmax 7 9 11 13

E3(n-p-a)  

[MeV]

-3.234 -3.845 -3.820 3.786

NCSM/RGM
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Three-body model for d+⍺ problem is revisited using potentials 
derived from ab initio reaction theory

LLNL-PRES-806181

7

§ The CI picture is no longer sufficient to 
describe the many-body system.

§ We need to expand the basis with 
collective excitations targeting the cluster 
effects.

… and dynamical clustered descriptions

Discrete structure

information input
Continuous dynamical

input (clustering/reactions)

+
X

⌫

Z

dr u⌫(r )| i | i =
X

λ

cλ
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Few-body description of deuteron-induced reactions

!6

+ +

++

+

+

elastic

n-transfer

p-transfer

breakup

 — Constitutes a many-

      body scattering problem

      for large A

 — Ab-initio solution not

     feasible

Identify relevant degrees of  freedom

Mot ivat ion EST separable expansion Faddeev-AGS equat ions 6 Li bound state and d + ↵ scattering Summary and out look

Three-Body Model for (d, p) Reactions

The many-body problem

• The deuteron (d) + target (A) system consists of A + 2

nucleons

• Solutions not feasible for reactions involving heavy targets

Isolat ing relevant degrees of freedom

• Formulation of three-body problem by Faddeev

• Momentum space formulation: Faddeev-AGS equations
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• Ambiguities in off-shell behavior of effective 2-body potential lead to 
different predictions for 3-body observables

• For universal systems, one observable can be used to fix a 3-body parameter 
and the other observables can be predicted   

2

H3b= H0+Vnp+VnA+VpA

• Nucleus treated 

as dynamically 

inert core 

• But single particle 

and collective 

excitations can 

be included 
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Use NSCM/RGM formalism to generate 

nucleon-nucleus (N-A) potentials

 Start from (A+1)-body Hamiltonian 

 NN interactions from 𝜒-EFT and  SRG evolved

to improve convergence

 Expand wavefunction in basis

 The n-p, n-⍺, p-⍺ potentials are consistently 

derived from same NN interaction  ambiguity 

of phenomenological fits is avoided

Eigenstates of nucleus A computed with NCSM

n-a phase shifts


